CORPORATE FACTSHEET

NEO Energy is an independent full-cycle energy business
in the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS).
We combine value creation from the prospective North
Sea basin with our commitment to be a responsible and
efficient business. We operate a high-quality asset base
with significant scope to grow production organically
by extending asset life. Our ambition is to be a leading
producer in the UKCS, with a target of 100,000 boepd
in 2022 and continued growth beyond.

NEO was founded in July 2019 by HitecVision, a leading
private equity investor focused on Europe’s offshore
energy industry. In October 2019, NEO integrated with
HitecVision’s other North Sea firm Verus Petroleum,
a successful company that had built a strong portfolio
from 2014 onwards. In August 2020, NEO completed its
acquisition of a portfolio of operated and non-operated
assets in the UK North Sea from Total.

Strategy

Excel

Optimise

Grow

Operational Excellence

Organic Growth

Growth by Acquisition

This is the heart of our strategy.
Our commitment to excellence is
vital to unlocking the true value
of our assets and maximising their
potential. We pursue top-quartile
uptime and efficiency, allowing us
to increase production and reduce
costs, while building a safe and
responsible business in the UKCS.

We achieve organic growth by
examining field life extension
opportunities for the fields where
we operate, as well as continually
reviewing in-field bolt-on
opportunities. This includes nearfield exploration and enhanced oil
recovery; extending the life of the
fields where we have a presence.

We focus on acquiring highquality, long life production and
development assets in the UKCS,
which are value accretive and
complement our portfolio, either
operationally or geographically.
Screening and evaluating
investment opportunities with
these characteristics allows us
to acquire assets that give us
significant operatorship and
development exposure.

Responsibility
We are committed to upholding the highest standards
with respect to environmental, social and governance
policy. Sustainability is core to our strategy and
embedded in our operations.
We are is committed to the Oil and Gas UK Vision 2035
initiative, which provides an industry blueprint to support
the national commitment to reach net zero emissions
of 2050.
The carbon intensity of our assets is a key indicator
that will be used to inform our growth strategy and
benchmark performance.

It is also be a key factor in future due diligence processes
on assets being considered for acquisition or potential
divestment. Considered together, NEO’s assets currently
have a lower than average carbon intensity for a UKCS
operating company. The average is also below the value
that Oil and Gas UK has deemed necessary to meet the
2050 Net Zero vision.
Our rigorous focus on HSE will continue, complemented
by a forward-thinking ESG strategy that aligns with our
organisational strategy.
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Proforma 2020 production

26,000 boepd

Proforma 2P reserves

80 mmboe

Values
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Teamwork
• Work as an agile team sharing
information, knowledge and
experience freely
• Work collaboratively and
celebrate success as a team

Respect
• Create an environment where
everyone is welcome
• Listen and are open to give and
receive feedback

Courage
• Dare to be different
• Display an entrepreneurial
mindset and challenge the
status quo

• Embrace diversity of every kind

• Support as much as we
challenge
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